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About This Game

The Outpost Nine - Episode 1 is a Visual Novel/Point and Click hybrid game following the small skeleton crew of “The
Outpost”, A lonely mining facility set on the small moon “Cobalt Paradise”.

While preparing the facility for the arrival of the rest of the Outpost mining crew, they accepted a distress call from a close-by
freighter. While searching the freighter, they find two pilots, one horribly disfigured yet alive and only the remains of the other.

However, the pilot they bring into the Outpost turns out to be host to a bizarre and frightened parasite putting the crew in intense
danger.

Gameplay

The gameplay switches between that of a visual novel through cutscenes and then into a top down point and click in gameplay.
Actions in the game are chosen through a menu, in a similar style to Snatcher or Policenauts.

As you make your way around the facility, solving puzzles, you have to avoid the pilot. You do that by listening to the beeping
of your motion scanner and when it gets closer, find a place to hide.
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the outpost nine episode 1

Good game, more forgiving than SW. fun story. it was so suck and can't even run the game, I got very♥♥♥♥♥♥off that I
download and install the game 9dragon. When I click run the game and what happen next, the game not even run, I start the
game and it shut down not working at all. I will sue the company for this problem.. Unplayable game. PATOLOGY!
Worst game on steam, shame... The game just crashed and i tried to relaunch it, uninstall and reinstall, reinstall STEAM, and it
still wouldn't load sandbox.. This game is just awesome! It introduces some very fun and addictive shooter elements . It's simple
to play but very challenging as well. The controls are great and it has a lot of cool modes with a very cool soundtrack too. I
highly recommend checking this game out if you're a fan of the genre!. I'm not into matching games at all...But this is addicting
and it feels great to beat people in PVP, It's all about how fast your brain reacts to certain patterns.
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Great scenarios, much better than provided with the route. You'll have to buy the WP GP20 to access all the scenarios, but what
a nice engine it is. These scenarios are the making of this route. The developer High Iron Simulations has done us proud with
this release, I whole heartedly recommend it as I do pack 02 for the same route.. This is not exactly a game. This is more like a
musical album that you take part of.

A must have for Nick Koenig's fans with a VR headset, and a nice experience for anyone who wants something different and
relaxing.

Be careful, the high number of particles effect makes the game hit hard on the GPU. You might want to bring supersampling to
lower levels to keep the 90FPS steady.. -NOT- recommended. I was curious about the 80\/100 Meta score and grabbed this for
2$ on the 75% sale. First this is not a video game, more like a table game poorly adapted to the screen. The resolution is tiny
(800x600?) with no option to resize it, the board screen is so tiny that you spend your time scrolling around endlessly looking
for objectives, and hell the characters are not even modeled, you see them as pawns exactly like on a table game.

But all of that could have been forgotten if the gameplay or story were solid. The story is boring, a bunch of girls get into
accidents at school that look like sabotage and mainly you will be investigating who did it. Second the gameplay is poor, divided
into 4 repetitive, childich minigames of -NO- strategic or tactical depth.

Bottom line, I don't know how it got such a high meta score. Stay away from this game.. I'm not sure why i bought this, probably
because i found the trailer amusing, however i wouldn't recommend this game unless it was drastically on sale. Puzzles and
gameplay are very simplistic, i would give this game to a toddler and expect them to beat it. All in all i did enjoy the 2 hours i
played, however getting 100% completion in 2 hours isn't what i was expecting when i purchased the game on a whim.. This is a
modern clone of Ghosts 'n' Goblins. Kudos to the developers for not choosing a retro pixel approach. Unfortunately that's the
only redeeming decision.

Voice acting is terrible - controller support is mismatched and incomplete.

It's just not fun and doesn't compare well to the other 2D platformers in a horribly oversaturated market.. The Amber Throne is
simply awesome. Beautiful music and visuals and great story. The skill and equipment system allows you to choose from a lot of
different tactics to use and the characters you play all have diverse fighting styles.

The "gamebraking" bugs some talk about are actually very easy to workaround: just save the game often. Only the autosaves are
sometimes broken so if you save every 5-10 minutes yourself you won´t encounter any major problems during the playthrough.

If the game looks even a bit like something you might like, I highly recommend it.. Suck my 110m flame projector, you
wehraboo wankstains!

The Hive 0.09 - Sunken City is now available!:
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 Sunken City is now available!. R153 is Live!:
MPQ 153!
 Experience Avengers Infinity War in Marvel Puzzle Quest!
 Much more coming soon!
 Various bug fixes and character balance changes.
 For full update notes (English) visit d3go.com.
 Thank you for playing!. Discord channel:
https://discord.gg/TH4MCCG
Here is my Discord channel where I post news about my upcoming games, updates and patches and do codes giveaways.

. 35 new liveries + Patch 1.3.7:
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Hello there! Here comes the patch 1.3.7 with a lot of new liveries for cars and of course some fixes and changes we are making
for you.

Changelog :. OBT Feedback:

Hey guys!

TechWars: Global Conflics Open beta started this monday, so it is 5th day of open beta now. Many players joined the test and
we've already received tons of opinions and suggestions, which will help us to improve Techwars: Global Conflict further. We
are glad that most of you like our project! In near future we will focus on improving the game and working on your suggestions.
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If you still have any ideas or suggestions about how the game can be improved - feel free to post them in the comment section
below. You can also send them to us by e-mail: support@bs-gp.com

https://store.steampowered.com/app/523740/Techwars_Global_Conflict/
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